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Discovering The Divine Design Of Your Life

Note: Numbers are dual in nature and reflect potentials in both positive and negative polarities. Therefore, this chart does not reflect
actualities or specifics but references the potentials inherent in the numerical combinations and patterns that exist. Please note that life
is destined and therefore it is our attitude and spiritual mindset that positively affects our "Cards of Life."

Numerology Chart for
Birth Name

Date of Birth

Basic Matrix Terms
Expression [Full Birth Name]
Lifepath
[Day-Month-Year of birth]
Performance/Experience – PE
Soul
Material Soul - MS
Nature
Material Nature - MN
Voids

Contact
Phone:
Age at reading:

Skype:

You the actor/actress full potentials, assets and liabilities.
Your life script, path in life, lessons to learn, energy world
The role you will play on life's stage; your performance
Your desires, needs, wants, motivations
The field in which the Soul plays itself out
Your personality and manner of doing things
The field in which the Nature plays itself out
Missing energies in the natal name

Email:

To subscribe to the free King's Numerology email list, go to:
http://www.richardking.net/TKN-signup.htm

All men come into this world with a destiny of their own which goes on pushing them relentlessly on the course already
marked out for them. Man is completely helpless. Why then worry?
~ Saint Charan Singh
Richard King Enterprizes
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Basic Matrix (Personal Profile)
Roots 
Lifepath
Simple
Master # Potentials
General
Specific
Transition
House of Letters (Inclusion):

Expression

PE

Soul

M/S

Nature

M/N

Voids

Life Matrix Life Cycle Pattern: 1/ (Filter is the Expression, i.e., the full natal name)
The 1/ is called an I/R set where the first number is the Influencing energy or cause and the second number is the
Outcome, Effect or PE (Performance Experience) number or effect. This applies to the Life Matrix.
LCP
Influence/Cause

1/
1

2

Filter: Expression
3
4
5
6
7

8

9

Influence/Cause

[+ Expression]

[+ Expression]

Outcome/Effect

Outcome/Effect

Name/Letter Matrix Life Cycle Pattern: 1/ (Filter is the Lifepath, i.e., the birth date).
The 1/ is called an I/R set where the first number is the Influencing energy or cause and the second number is the
Outcome, Effect or PE (Performance Experience) number or effect. This applies to the Names and Letters.
LCP
Influence/Cause

1/
1

2

3

Filter: Lifepath
4
5
6

7

8

9

Influence/Cause

[+ Lifepath]

[+ Lifepath]

Outcome/Effect

Outcome/Effect

Name Matrix & Timeline:
First

Middle

Last

Other

Names
Timeline
General
Simple
Exp (+ _ LP) =
Master #s

Letter Time Line

Decade Timeline:
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LIFE MATRIX
Name
Basic Matrix-Simple
Roots 
Simple

Lifepath

Expression

PE

Soul

M/S

Nature

M/N

Voids

Consult keywords for each number

4th Pinnacle-Crown
Ages:

1st or top number = Influences/Causes
2nd or bottom number = Outcomes/Results

I/R

3rd Pinnacle-Grand/Core
Ages:

I/R

1st Pinnacle
Ages:

2nd Pinnacle
Ages:

I/R

I/R

Pinnacles: Above Midline
Life events viewable above
the surface waters of life

1st Epoch-Birth Day Birth to 27

2nd Epoch-Birth Month 28 to 54

3rd Epoch-Birth Year 55 on

I/R

I/R

I/R

1st Challenge
Ages:

2nd Challenge
Ages:

I/R

I/R

Epoch
Midline.
Life Continents
Day
Month
Year

Challenges: Below Midline
Literally, the challenges of
life; non-viewable personal
struggles; crosses to bare.

3rd Challenge-Grand/Core
Ages:

I/R

4th Challenge-Crown
Ages:

I/R

Richard King Enterprizes
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ACP ANNUAL FORECAST

Name Birthdate
Basic Matrix
Roots 
Simple

Lifepath

Expression

PE

Soul

M/S

Nature

M/N

Voids

Chart Period for: Inclusive Dates
ATL - Age Timeline
(personal-you)

Top Row
Bottom Row

UTL - Universal Timeline
(general-everyone)

PTL - Personal Year Timeline
(specific-you and others)

Influence and Cause - the incoming energy = I (Influence)
Outcome and Effect - the outgoing energy = R (Reality)

This I/R Set is also
called a Dyad

Note: Numerical combinations address dual potentialities [+ and -], not actualities.

Timelines
ATL
P/E
UTL
PE
PTL
P/E

Annual Life Cycle Pattern: Name
Age
Age
Age
Age
Age
Age
Age
Age
Age
Age
Age
ATL
ATL PE

Major Timelines return every Nine (9) years. Voids:
2
3
4
5
6
7
11/2
12/3
13/4
14/5
15/6
16/7
20/2
21/3
22/4
23/5
24/6
25/7
29/2
30/3
31/4
32/5
33/6
34/7
38/2
39/3
40/4
41/5
42/6
43/7
47/2
48/3
49/4
50/5
51/6
52/7
56/2
57/3
58/4
59/5
60/6
61/7
65/2
66/3
67/4
68/5
69/6
70/7
74/2
75/3
76/4
77/5
78/6
79/7
83/2
84/3
85/4
86/5
87/6
88/7
92/2
93/3
94/4
95/5
96/6
97/7

1
10/1
19/1
28/1
37/1
46/1
55/1
64/1
73/1
82/1
91/1
1

2

3

4

5

6

8
17/8
26/8
35/8
44/8
53/8
62/8
71/8
80/8
89/8
98/8
7

9
18/9
27/9
36/9
45/9
54/9
63/9
72/9
81/9
90/9
99/9
8

9

UTL
UTL PE
PTL
PTL PE
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VOID CHART

Void

General Description - Issues Involving:

VOIDS are missing energies in our natal name at birth. They represent missing talents, abilities, attributes. When we have a void in
our chart, we do everything in life either to fill them (unconsciously) or avoid them altogether. Voids often create challenges for us
because we lack the skills we need to solve those problems associated with them. As we mature, hopefully we learn to manage them,
thereby filling up the "holes" they represented at birth.
1

the self and its worth, independence, the yang--male influence, male principles, male
figures, fathers, brothers, bosses, leaders, managers, action, leadership, creativity, ego,
self-esteem, taking charge, standing up for one's self, being alone, drive, ambition.

2

others, relationships, the Yin--female influence, female principles, female figures,
mothers, sisters, following, follower, supporting, supporter, balance, receptivity,
sensitivity, tolerance, caring, helping, sharing, diplomacy, deceit, duplicity,
adversarial, opposition, confliction, combative, interference, balancing the books.

3

self-expression, health, beauty, personal integration, marriage and close personal
relationships, speech, friends, words, happiness, joy, ease, disease, dis-ease,
communication, harshness of expression, criticism.

4

all things of structure and order, work, effort, control, roots, chains, obstacles,
discipline, regimentation, details, clerical, understanding, security, service, rules,
regulations, duty, devotion, fidelity, trust

5

freedom/slavery, change, people in general, motion, movement, experience, talents,
variety, the senses, sensuality, sex, crowds, activity, excitement, exploration, wild.

6

matters of the home, heart and hearth; domesticity, family, love, sex, romance,
compassion, balance, beauty, harmony, community, personal responsibility and
accountability, honoring.

7

privacy, spirituality, mysticism, religion, examination, inquisition, investigation,
intuition, discretion, insight, being alone, alienation, isolation, separation, deep
thought, reflection, poise, inner peace perfection, depth of being, thoughtfulness, calm,
chaos, confusion, nobility, ignobility.

8

interaction, connection, disconnection, circulation, flow, business, commerce, career,
management, executive leadership, wealth, success, material power, riches,
administration, manipulation, marketing, miscalculation, misperception.

9

universality, compassion, strength, power, rulership, service, understanding of the 'all',
the 'many', the macrocosm, impersonal love, comprehensive feeling, arrogance,
dominance, exposure, broadcasting.

To subscribe to the free King's Numerology email list, go to:
http://www.richardking.net/TKN-signup.htm
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EXPANDED KEYWORDS/KEY PHRASE CHART
Note 1: every number maintains a positive and negative side (polarity), just as every coin has two sides. Furthermore, we cannot hold
a coin without holding both sides simultaneously. The same is true for numbers, and our lives reflect both the positive and negative
aspects of each vibration to some degree. In other words, no number is perfect, no chart is perfect, no human being is perfect. We all
have assets and liabilities, good karmas and bad karmas.
Note 2: every single number has ten binary or two-digit numbers attached to it and which, when added together reduce to form that
specific single number. We will discuss these more fully in the chapter on double numbers. They are listed here for reference.
Note 3: it would be impossible to list every word in the English language which is attached to each of the nine basic numbers. After
all, there are only nine basic numbers and hundreds of thousands of words. Therefore, a complete keyword list would be impossible to
generate. Below, however, are more words and phrases than simply those used in the basic keyword chart.

10

19

28

ONE - 1
(Fire) (Symbols: Sun - Staff)
37
46
55
64

73

82

91

The Primal Force, first cause, yang, fire, vitality, action, man, male, masculine, father, self, identity, creativity, ego, skill, individual,
self-confidence, boss, leader, director, doer, initiator, creator, authority figure, pioneer, star, center of attention, willpower, selfcontrol, independence, self-sufficiency, determination, activates, initiates, creates, dominates, leads, attains, driving, strong,
courageous, powerful, dynamic, decisive, unbending, steadfast, dominant, linear, single-minded, unique, original, starts, new
beginnings, creation, genesis, assertive, aggressive, overbearing, self-indulgent, ego-maniacal, selfish, self-obsessed, tom-boy,
rational, rationality, reasonable, logical, unemotional, radiating, initiating, purpose, direction. TIME FRAME: a time of initiation,
initiating, action, seed planting, new beginnings, starts, a period of the self and its attainments; being accountable and responsible;
being the leader or bread-winner; issues of identity, self-worth, males and all things Yang; moving ahead; getting new direction;
planting flags; solo excursions; tests of courage and standing alone against all people and all odds. Ones make things happen.

11

20

TWO - 2
(Water) (Symbols: Moon - Scales - Twin Towers)
29
38
47
56
65
74

83

92

Yin, water, woman, female, feminine, mother, others, relationships, support, helper, assistant, assistance, follower, dependent,
diplomatic, collaborate, collaborative, combative, collaboration, cooperate, cooperative, considerate, passive, patient, non-obtrusive,
intuitive, receptive, responsive, agreeable, amenable, affable, kind, warm, devoted, sweet, gentle-hearted, peacemaking, harmonizing,
equalizing, submissive, rhythmic, equalizing, equilibrium, competition, rivalry, contention, duality, duplicity, deceit, indecisive,
intuitive, bipolar, hypocrisy, illusion, two-faced, behind the scenes, bending, yielding, non-assertive, together, taking sides, opposition,
vacillation, irrational, irrationality, illogical, unreasonable, emotional, reflecting (as in the Moon reflecting light, water reflecting an
image) and absorbing (vs. radiating of the 1), acquiescing. TIME FRAME: a period of others, serving them, being helpful and
supportive; being the helper, partner, team player, opponent, adversary, inhibitor, diplomat, judge, arbitrator, go-between; lessons of
tolerance and intolerance; a time of all things Yin; period of competition, stress, adversarial conditions, tensions, tug-o-wars; learning
to get along; being balanced; finding the middle path; being deceptive or dealing with deception and/or the interference or inhibition
of others and either their helpfulness or hindering. This will be a time of high energy and friction.

12

21

30

THREE - 3
(Air) (Symbols: Triangle - Trident )
39
48
57
66

75

84

93

Trinity, triads, air, the triangle (Ancient symbol of Perfection), The Golden Mean of Aristotle, Yin and Yang in perfect balance (the
symbol of the Tao), art, artistry, artistic, words, communication, expression, personal integration, fulfillment, complete approach to
health, happiness, wholeness, holiness, holistic, well-being, marriage, joy, enjoyment, pleasure, parties, friends, good times, talkative,
verbal, gregarious, approachable, gossip, social, out-going, fun-loving, entertaining, light-hearted, vibrant, alive, creative,
imaginative, happy, optimistic, cheerful, charming, health, beauty, vanity, writing, acting, performing, glamorous, ease, disease, disease, hostility, poisonous words, harsh, critical, stern, harsh, vain, egotistical; often found in charts of politicians (Gandhi, Clintons);
TIME FRAME: a time of self-expression and fulfillment, being creative, using words, being involved with health, beauty, disease, disease, acting, writing, painting, modeling, sculpting; a time of children and seeking perfection and balance; a time of happiness (if
Richard King Enterprizes
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positively aspected) and unhappiness and harshness (if negatively aspected); can give a sense of entitlement or ease of life coming
toward the self; feeling of being owed something, issues of purity, holiness, unholiness, pure pleasure or debauchery, harshness, and
communication which is either uplifting or destructive. It is a time of integration and self-realization, a time where the goodness or
meanness of life will reveal itself; a time of happiness and/or sadness; pleasure and/or pain.

13

22

FOUR - 4
(Earth) (Symbols: Square - Roots - Anchors - Chains)
31
40
49
58
67
76

85

94

Earth, order, structure, framework, form, foundation, development, boundaries, rules, regulations, guidelines, routines, methods,
methodical, status quo, concrete, confines, confinements, proprieties, mechanics, work, service, servant, matter, materialism, security,
stability, effort, confinement, toil, physical strength, solid power, steadfast, sturdy, steady, the rock, anchor, roots, tradition,
convention, duty, loyalty, dependability, discipline, control, commitment, construction, confinement, confined, prudent, clerical,
industrious, down to earth, frugal, practical, organizing and organization, house, beams, foundations, constancy, regimentation,
classification, organization, organized, systemize, non-adventurous, predictable, obstinate, boring, routine, patterns, status quo,
plodding along, unchanging, , the order of things, events, situations, circumstances and relationships; TIME FRAME: a time of work,
effort, restriction (especially in conjunction with 5 energy), limitation, grinding it out, being consistent, not changing, conforming,
nuts & bolts; a time when the focus is on the structures of life - financial, moral, ethical, routines, regimes, order, discipline; it is a
time of learning about boundaries and borders, rules and regulations, service and work, faithfulness and devotion, sacrifice and
surrender.

14

FIVE - 5
(Fire) (Symbols: Wings - Wheels - Needles - Broken Chains)
23
32
41
50
59
68
77
86

95

Freedom, fire, change, movement, detachment, detaching, unorthodox, restless, restlessness, curious, curiosity, shifting, nonrestriction, nonrestrictive, shifts, slavery, erratic, mercurial, spontaneous, excitement, experience, experiential, variety, talent,
versatility, people, senses, sexuality, sensations, stimulation, motion, energy, mercurial, multi-faceted, many sided, assortment,
exuberant, enthusiastic, exciting, spontaneous, foot-loose, flamboyant, dashing, energetic, vitality, vibrant, exploring, exposure,
exhibitionist, adventurous, travel, unpredictable, unconventional, uncertain, the crowd, diverse, diversity, letting go, unrestrained,
wild, free-spirited, rebellious, liberation, liberating, stimulating, stimulants, non-complacent, temperance, restraint, indulgence,
animated, exuberant, flamboyant, volatile. TIME FRAME: a time of freedom, change, shifting, movement, uncertainty, detachment,
letting go, exploring, investigating, experimenting, sexuality, sensual gratification; temperance and fidelity challenged; not a time to
cling, but a time to let go and move on; also a time testing our true understanding of freedom which is not action devoid of
consequence but action taken in consideration of consequence. Nothing is free in this universe. Everything has a cost. Action taken in
pursuit of sensual pleasures, sense gratification, and wild sorties into the realms of indulgence create slavery and bondage and all the
suffering, woes, and wailings associated with such incarceration. Contrarily, if the action of freedom is taken in consideration of
consequence by following the inner voice of conscience, temperance, and restraint, the end result will be true freedom and liberation
from sensual enslavement. The key note during a Five period is to be wise; look ahead to the results of your actions; exercise
moderation and fidelity and do not step into the regions of material indulgence, for the sensuous footing is slippery, deceitful and
absolutely enslaving. Nothing good comes from exploring the dark side of life and its pleasures where the soul risks falling into the
dark abyss of eternal tears and sorrow.

15

24

33

SIX - 6
(Water) (Symbol: Heart)
42
51
60
69

78

87

96

Love, hate, home, water, hearth, matters of the heart, romance, domesticity, adjustability, responsibility, accountability, personal love,
art, artistic, beauty, community, harmonious, attentive, caring, warm, nurturing, understanding, soft, comfortable, dependable,
conscientious, kind, responsive, music, sex, singing, harmonizing, hatred, cruelty, family discord, family issues and concerns,
addiction, jealousy, envy, resentment. TIME FRAME: a time of matters of the heart, love issues, domestic (individual, personal,
community, national, global) energies, concerns, responsibilities, possible addictions, romance, lust, sexuality. Here the individual will
be given tests of lust vs. love, often painfully learning that lust is not love, that lust leads to disease, dis-ease, heartache, heartbreak,
addictive enslavement, broken homes, broken lives, broken dreams. It is also a time where the individual may have to learn not to
sacrifice his own soul for others. Every soul has a right to its own self before others.
Richard King Enterprizes
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16

25

SEVEN - 7
(Air) (Symbols - Hurricane; Thinker, Cross)
34
43
52
61
70
79

88

97

Spirit, spiritual, mystical, air, bliss, chaos, thought, the thinker, hermit, introspection, reflection, examination, repose, recession,
discretion, receding, distancing, alienation, study, testing, reflecting, evaluating, reviewing, learning, looking inward, processing,
counseling, separate, separation, seclusion, secrecy, privacy, intrigue, intuition, sabotage, analysis, religion, rest, quiet, calm, peace,
tranquility, inwardness, isolation, the 'within', perfection, poise, wisdom, curious, distant, deep, cool, cold, removed, withdrawn, shy,
reclusive, refined, non-social, purification, alone, stressed, distressed, troubled, turmoil, unworldly, considerate, inconsiderate,
thoughtful, thoughtless, private, secret, stealthy, investigative, trouble, problems, worry, concern, scandal, scandalous, misery,
miserable, chaos, chaotic, distressful, solitary, solitude, isolated, grief, despair, anguish, loneliness, alone, rejection, reject, exile,
ostracize, expelled, banish, ousted, shunned TIME FRAME: a time for the building of inner strength and developing the inner self
and all things spiritual; a time of being alone; a time of testing; a time of reflecting, analyzing, studying, teaching, pondering, going
within and searching, asking questions and seeking answers, becoming mature through the fires of the heart and emotions, being
brought to our knees in humble supplication of the power of God, Source, Spirit, the Lord; the time of the hurricane; choices of
fidelity or adultery; peace or chaos; a time of purification by fire; a time to float across to the other side on a river of your own tears;
the time to find and cling to God.

17

26

35

EIGHT - 8
(Earth) (Symbol-Lemniscate)
44
53
62
71

80

89

98

Interaction, earth, connection, continuity, involvement, disconnection, association, associating, mixing, karmic conduit, circuits,
circulate, calculation, systems, worldly success-power-wealth, materialism, material comfort, management, marketing, promotion,
commerce, business, flow, efficiency of motion-movement-management, being in the loop, administration, administrator, executive,
coordination, coordinating, socialization, socializing, external power, leadership, organization, orchestration, manipulation, usury,
social importance and power, externalization, the 'without'. TIME FRAME: a time of connection, disconnection, interaction,
management, procrastination (if negatively afflicted), marketing, making business contacts, socializing, organizing and administrating,
executing as one who is an executive; a time of association, administration, manipulation, orchestration, circulation, coordination; a
time of bringing things together and making it happen; a time to be careful of using others to our advantage; a time of success or
failure where all things work together harmoniously (for success) or fall apart to create failure.

18

27

NINE - 9
(Grand Elemental: All Elements) (Symbol-Crown)
36
45
54
63
72
81

90

99

Universality, macrocosm, endings, conclusions, completions, climaxes, Chameleon, volunteer, inclusions, humanitarian,
humanitarianism, impersonal love, broadcast, broadcaster, broadcasting, public exposure, pushy, magnanimous, regal, royal,
philanthropic, philosophical, all encompassing, understanding, generous, tolerant, broad minded, global, worldly, strong, dominant,
domineering, controlling, artistic, intense emotion, acting, theatrical, charismatic, travel, the ‘many,’ healer, healing, the universal
giver, expansion, the world, represents the universal languages of music, art, love. It is life stage for theater, medicine, sport and war;
strong, even dominant personality and persona, possibly including or bordering on being over-bearing, domineering, imperious. TIME
FRAME: a time of conclusions, endings, resolutions, terminations, finalizations, volunteering, being public and being in the public
eye and spotlight; moving within the macrocosm and life stage, moving among the masses, being famous or infamous; a time of travel
- mentally or physically; a time of higher education and the advancement of thought and philosophy; a time to be universal and farreaching; a time to be the great communicator, the powerful ruler, the icon of a culture; a time to serve humanity and expand one's
thought beyond the finite boundaries of the self; a time to act, expand and be known.
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~ Endorsements ~
Toni Allocco

Richard Andrew King is the teacher's teacher.

Vikki Douglass Ford
PhD, J.D

Richard Andrew King should be called Dr. King. His books are of the magnitude that will be read
with reverence for generations to come.

Hunter Stowers
Numerologist/Intuitive

Richard Andrew King breaks new ground! It's almost as if the very Spirit of Numerology is using
King as an instrument to evolve this ancient science to a new level. After learning from King's
teaching, it is impossible to conceive of going back to that 'twilight naive and foggy' state of
being where one can only guess or hint at the truths, motivations and directions of one's life that
are Pre-King.

Cyndi Silva
Metaphysical Wisdom

Deep, detailed and prophetic. This information will change the way you live your life.

Frank Monahan
Educator/Numerologist

Richard Andrew King is the "Incarnation of Numbers." I highly recommend any of his books on
numerology. Anyone interested in the subject of numerology, from the beginning student to the
advanced adept, will find a treasure of information in any of his books.

Tashia P.
Photographer, Artist

Other numerologists may refer to themselves as master numerologists, but Richard Andrew King
is the King of numerologists.

Roxanne Carol
Astrologer/Metaphysician

Richard Andrew King’s Numerology is, by far, head and shoulders above all the rest.

George Shaver
Metaphysician/Psychic

I will say without hesitation that The King's Numerology is true and real. Richard Andrew King's
knowledge of numbers changes intangible spirituality and divination into solid, practical,
objective reality. Richard Andrew King brings science to the art and practice of divination and
spirituality; proof to the otherwise unprovable; solid evidence to the not-so-solid-universe of the
divine. The Kings Book of Numerology Series contains new information that informs and predicts
more completely and accurately than any previously published numerological work. I personally
feel Richard Andrew King is bringing back the empowered sciences of long ago, information
long since lost upon this plane.

Michael W.
Numerologist

I have read your book, The Kings Book of Numerology. It is the best numerology book I've ever
read.

Dr. M.P. Wylie, Founder
Transpersonal Research
Foundation

Richard King's in-depth knowledge and research in numerology can open new doors to the inner
soul and give insight to potential relationship building skills!

Ann Trump &
Karen Prioletti-Saint Deck

Richard Andrew King is our #1 numerology reference!

M. Rockwell – Engineer
and Business Owner.

I just finished reading "The King's Book of Numerology, Volumes 1 and 2." King's overall
approach makes more sense to me than any other author on the subject. I’ve read Matthew
Goodwin, Matthew Oliver, Hanz Decoz, Juno Jorden, Joanne Justice, Chero, Lloyd Stayhorn,
Lynn Buess, Heather Lagen, Julian Moore, and others. King's approach is comprehensive and
layered, seemingly leaving no numerical-stone unturned. The beginner will appreciate his initial
simplicity and unique narrative that clearly connect this subject to its underlying spiritual-context
in which all Numerology is based. Afterwards, the way he moves into a multi-layered synthesis,
more representative of the human condition than any approach I’ve experienced, is
extraordinary. Simply, this work is Immensely useful and actionable! After all, the motivation as
to why we engage in Numerology is far more universal than to simply access insights into “who
we are," “what makes us and others tick” — it is to live the best life possible!
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RICHARD ANDREW KING
~ Books ~
RichardKing.net/Books & Amazon.com

To subscribe to the free King's Numerology email list, go to:
http://www.richardking.net/TKN-signup.htm
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